	
  

Catholic Mass Review
What Should I Do?

First & Last Name: _______________________________________
Class: ______ Today’s date: _______________________________	
  
Saint of the Day: _________________________________________
(Pray for me!)

MASS ETIQUETTE
1. No ___________ chewing
2. Turn ____________________ all the way off
3. Arrive on ___________ (or better yet - __________________!)
4. Maintain “sacred __________________” before Mass
5. No _______________ reading before Mass
6. ______________________! (Respond, sing, listen, pray!)
7. No ___________-kneeling (___________ it _____!)
8. ________ from food at least ______________ before receiving Holy Communion
9. Rule of thumb for clothing: Wear _______________________________
ENTERING A CATHOLIC CHURCH
1. First, ________________________ and then say one of the most powerful
prayers in the world: ___________________________________________
2. Western Catholics use _____________________during this prayer, which
represent ________________________________________________
3. Eastern Catholics and Eastern Orthodox Christians use _____________________,
which represents ______________________________ and the Incarnation (Jesus
being ______________________ and ______________________)
4. After entering a Catholic Church, you should immediately begin looking for
____________________________, then come in and find a seat
5. Before entering your pew, make sure and ____________________________ if
Jesus is present in the Eucharist (symbolized by a ________ or ____________
sanctuary lamp).
6. When genuflecting, go down on your ___________ knee (the ___________ is
always ___________!) and go down all the _________ (remember Jesus falling 3
times while carrying the ___________ for you and ____________ it _____!).
7. If Jesus is not present in the tabernacle in the church, ________ towards the
______________ before entering your pew.
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THE READING OF THE GOSPEL
1. As we say, “Glory to You, O Lord” we are also supposed to be making a small
______________ over our ________________, ________________, and
________________.
2. These actions are supposed to be a prayer that the Gospel always be in my
________________, ________________, and ________________.
RECEIVING COMMUNION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

_______________ when the person in front of you is receiving Holy Communion.
Say, “______________!” (“Yes, I believe!”) like you really mean it.
_____________________ Communion. Don’t _____________.
Don’t make big _______________.
Drink ________________ from the chalice and hand it back very
______________________.
6. Don’t receive from the chalice if you have a ___________ or feel “under the
weather”.
7. Use the time after Communion to _________________.
8. If you’re not Catholic or have a ________________ sin that you haven’t yet
____________________, _____________ your arms and pray to receive
“spiritual Communion”.
WHEN SHOULD I LEAVE?
1. Don’t leave ____________________ like ________________! (unless it is an
emergency of some sort)
2. The time after receiving ________________________________ is SUPER
_________________. ____________ with all your heart during this time.
3. Stay for the final _____________________ and sing (pray) the entirety of the last
_______________.
THE WHOLE POINT OF MASS
1. The whole point of Mass is _________________________________________!
In other words, once you have been energized by _________ in the Eucharist and
fellowship with ___________________, it’s time to go and tell the
_____________________ all about ___________!
2. The term “Mass” comes from the Latin phrase, “_____________________” that
comes at the end of Mass, which translated says, “________________________.”

